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Nyc subway map android

This post lists the best programs to navigate public transport in New York City. Most are free and it's quite wonderful how good they are. These apps (for both iOS and Android) are one of the best and allow you to save a lot of time and confusion, allowing you to enjoy more time to enjoy the city's sights and join one of our free NYC tours! Before we get to the
app list, you can also find these posts below very useful. Some of the best NYC metro apps were awarded free of charge and were awarded prices by the official metro system, the MTA. You can find apps that provide you metro maps and even city strategist maps that will work even without wi-fi or data recept. Accessing apps offline is essential for those
visited from overseas as roaming data costs can really take a dent out of your travel budget. Did you know that the New York City metro now has free wi-fi in many subway stations! Learn how to access from our post Where to find free Wi-Fi in New York. After trying many programs, we narrowed the list to this 8. These are the apps our New Yorkers actually
use! GOOGLE MAPS Navigation &amp; Transit Free – iPhone, iPad &amp; Android Google Maps has come a long way in recent years and its Navigation &amp; Transit App has surpassed the apple card's usability. It is also compatible with your Android phone. (Note that Android users will have to register for a Google Account to use the Google Maps app
for Android. But it's worth it). A photo speaks a thousand words so to this basic feature description below, watching the video to see how Google Maps can help you plan your transit routes in New York City. Features: Show A to Point B directions by the mode of transport you choose (drive, hiking, bus/subway, bike, and even taxi!) You can add an additional
destination to plan a 2 stoprit (Start at Point A, travel to B and then proceed to Point C, final destination. Offer your different routes based on your preference. Would you rather walk a few blocks to your subway station or bus stop? Or would you prefer to walk less, but should you transmit between metro lines? You can adjust almost everything! Real time
updates, show estimated time of arrival, and so much more. It tells you literally (via voice feature) step by step instructions to get where you go. Has offline ability for some functions. Here are some screenshots. This is an example of going from Lower Manhattan to the Empire State Building. On #1 starting location into the upper box. By default, the app uses
your current location. Using the icons, select the transport mode you want: Public Transport, Hiking, Taxi, Cycling and Management (not shown). For example, we have chosen Public Transport/Metro icon. The app offers some routes along with travel time, distance to/from subway stations and other important information. Screen cookie #2 if you prefer to find
out about routes with less walking or one with Transfers, you use the Options function. You can also choose whether you just want suggested routes with metros and not buses or vice versa. For this example, we went with the best route. Screen shot #3 Once we've chosen the route we want (see Screenshot #1), show screenshot #3 incredibly detailed
instructions, such as the number of minutes it takes to walk to the metro station. It also shows what time the train is expected to come, and the number of stations between your starting station and destination station. With the Google Maps Navigator and Transit app, you really don't need anything but a meal from where you want to go. Screen #1-#2 screen
shoe #3 Great feature Ideal for tourists because you don't need to know the address for large attractions or destinations. Do you want to go to the Empire State Building? Just start typing in E-M-P and the app uses automatic forecast to provide you with a choice of possible destinations, with Empire State Building coming first. How easy it is?!? TIP: If you go
to the Empire State Building, we see mail with all the information you need, including saving money on tickets. TRANSIT Free – iPhone, iPad &amp; Android. This information continues to get better and better. As the official New York City Transportation, the MTA, captures with technology, this information integrates these changes in a very efficient way.
Features will show you the subway lines, bus lines and even Uber taxis closest to your location on the street. It displays real-time status of the different types of transport so you can decide whether you want to go by bus, subway or taxi. You can customize which transport modes are displayed and included in route. For example, if you know you will never
take the bus, deselect BUS and this information won't even show you bus options. (Although you need to give the NYC buses a chance. They're pretty good). The program has a trip planner that shows you the best route. plot the best route. It also includes where the nearest Citibike docking station is. Citibike is NYC's bike share program and you have to rent
a look at it and also other bikes. See our post, Best Bike Rental in New York City. Great feature you can set to warn you when you approach your destination, which is ideal for those who are not familiar with the city or who tend to fall asleep on metros after a long day of walking around the city. CITYMAPPER Free – iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch and Android.
This is an award-winning app for good reason (Apple's 2014 and 2013 Apps of the Year; Winner of the 2013 MTA App Quest competition). An online reviewer said, I am practically married to this information. Citymapper has plenty of same time savings, convenient features that do non-free programs. It also has some great features even fancier apps. You
can use their home page from your computer as it has the same features as the program does. The app is constantly expanding to cities the world, so an eye on this information, it's literally going places. Features Indicate Point A to Point B itineraries with travel time and ETA, including all transport modes (bus, subway, train, ferry, taxi (Uber, Lyft, yellow taxi),
motor share, bike part and walk. During-time disorders. Metro line status and real-time disruption and slowed alerts. Uber integration. Bike trails and live bike share information. Constant updates. Show which train car is the best place to drive in closest to your train exit or wear walkway (This is such a New Yorker thing! Always chase!) Transit cards that can
be accessed offline (Official NYC subway card, Manhattan bus card, Brooklyn bus card, Queens bus card). It has a warning function to let you know when you've reached your station. Great feature Let's choose your language! English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and much more! This instructive video uses Barcelona as an example, but it works the
same all cities. Since we now have tours in Barcelona, you can use Citymapper to help you find one of our tour starting points! NEW YORK METRO MAP &amp; ROUTE PLANNER Free – Android, iPhone, iPad and Apple Watch This is a fairly simple app that has many of the same features as other apps. The user interface is not complicated, but not as
user-friendly as Google Maps or Citymapper. Features: Easy to use route planner will get you from A to B on the subway and work offline. Use the official MTA map of the New York Metro. Service status information about any delays or changes with warnings sent straight to your phone. Search for a specific metro station or find the nearest station to your
current location. Uber integration allows you to book a taxi within seconds and continue your journey after using the New York Metro. Great feature It provides information about service lifts and escalators. It is very important if you travel with a lot of luggage, a baby stroke or need a disabled accessible station. TIP: Talk about luggage, if you're looking for
luggage storage locations, read Where to save luggage in New York City? FREE NEW YORK METRO LOCATOR Free iPhone, iPad. Sometimes 'less is more'. This is a very basic program that can be everything you need or want. Features quickly show a list of the nearest metro stations to your current location. Show you the name of the station and the
letter/color of the line. Receiving service alerts straight from the MTA, New York City's Official Transit Authority Great feature The app includes an offline version of the official paper version of the NYC Metro metro map which is about 2 feet long. With this app, you can see the subway map even when you don't have Internet access. No longer to the giant
NYC metro map. iTRANS NYC METRO $3.99 iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch. This app is for people who love information and just need to know the fastest route to their destination. information has great features, but is not really worth it if you have a relaxing holiday in New York City. See your current location and get walking directions to nearby stations. Easy
step-by-step directions means you always know the fastest route. Service advisors even while offline; metro directions even work offline. Live train times for train lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and Times Square Shuttle. See train schedules for any station at any time of the day. Get push alerts for delays, customized for your route and commute time. Use Street Map
Mode to see bus stations and bus times. Metro lines, stations, entrances and exits overlated on a street map. Large feature comes with maps of NYC neighborhoods and you can use it without internet access. Never wear a paper card again. KICKMAP $2.99 iPhone, iPad, iPod touch. Why is it worth the money: Many a tourist and local seemed to have
learned the hard way that not all metro stations have a crossover course path to go in opposite direction. If you want to go on the town and enter the station think that once you're in the station and pay your fare you can find the uptown platform, be warned: there are some stations in the city where there is no crossover option. This means once you've swirling
your MetroCard and seeing you're on the center platform, the only way to get to the uptown platform you need is to leave the station, across the street and refund you to go in! Even if you have an unlimited card, once you've sweeped it, you can't sweep it again for 18 minutes. KickMap will save you the frustration and save you the money by telling you in
advance which stations have crossings and what not. Features NYC metro map works underground without an internet connection (connection only needs to search street addresses and get live transit alerts) Directions without an Internet connection display right on the map Pop-up Google street map – Print any station for 3 seconds to see local area built-in
compass – Help with orientation on street level GPS Locator – Showing nearest metros stations Transit Warnings – Push notifications of delays for only the lines you choose Shows over 350 NYC Neighborhoods and Parks Great feature 24-hour Day/Night Cards – Automatically switch cards at 11 hours and 6 is exit strategy $3.99 iPhone, iPad, iPad, iPod
Touch, Android and BlackBerry. For people visiting New York, you may be surprised to find out that our subway stations are very long and offer various exits. Leaving the station at the wrong exit can leave your blocks from your intended destination. This app tells you exactly where on the platform you should board the train so that when you stop at your
destination – voila! – the desired exit is right there! Features Show exit locations for all 469 metro stops in NYC. Neighbourhood maps show metro exits/entrances at street level. No online connection required. Zoomable, rollable and interactive MTA subway map and Manhattan street map. MTA for all five boroughs. Great feature: Time injure and save you
some unnecessary walks good for the courage! Back to top
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